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Professor Nassib G. Ziadé, CEO of the BCDR-AAA, served as the editors of the Festschrift.


In his Foreword to the Festschrift, Professor Ziadé announced, “With this Festschrift, the Bahrain Chamber for Dispute Resolution (BCDR-AAA) is starting a tradition of honoring Arab scholars and practitioners who promote international arbitration and international law.” He added: “As a testament to Dr. El-Kosheri’s remarkable career, broad intellectual horizons and extensive geographical reach, the Festschrift includes contributions from forty-six authors – judges, arbitrators, practitioners and scholars – representing twenty-one nationalities from the Middle East, North and West Africa, East Asia, Europe, and North and South America, who wrote on topics as diverse as international arbitration and ADR mechanisms, international investment law, public international law (including international administrative law), and private international law in Arabic, English, and French.” Professor Ziadé concluded: “One can hardly think of another Arab figure who has done more than Dr. El-Kosheri to strengthen international law while bridging legal-cultural divides between the Arab region and the rest of the world. He will undoubtedly continue to inspire many generations to come.”
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